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INTRODUCTION 
This work is an application of a generalization to the case of projective 
representation’s of Clifford’s classical theory [2], of inducing representations 
from normal subgroups. This type of work has already been considered in a 
broader context by Fell [5], who determined the representations of homogeneous 
algebraic bundles, and the main results of his paper are given in our notation 
in Section 2. Kerber [7] has already used Clifford’s method to determine the 
linear (ordinary) representations of the generalized symmetric group (henceforth 
denoted by C, N S, as in [7]) by inducing the representations of its normal 
subgroup C&l. 
The irreducible projective representations of C, N S, are given in terms of 
the irreducible linear and projective representations of the symmetric group S, . 
The linear representations of S, are well known (see, e.g., [7, 12]), but the 
irreducible projective representations are as yet unknown. However, Schur [13] 
has shown how to determine the irreducible projective characters of SL , and 
tables for 4 < I < 13 may be found in [S]. 
The contents are briefly as follows. Section 1 gives an outline of some of the 
properties of projective representations of finite groups. For a fuller treatment, 
see [9]. In Section 2, we develop Clifford’s theory for projective representations, 
and in Section 3, we consider the group C, N SL , and the irreducible repre- 
sentations (linear and projective) of its normal subgroup Cm2. The irreducible 
projective representations of C,,t ,-- S, are determined in Sections 4-7, and 
finally in Sections S-10 we apply Clifford’s theory once more to the inertia 
factors of certain representations which arise in Sections 4-7. The notation 0 
will be used to signal the end of a proof, or the statement of a result. 
* This work was undertaken at The University of Bonn while the author was the 
recipient of a D.A.A.D. Scholarship. 
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1. PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF FINITE GROUPS 
In the following, G is a finite group, C the complex field and C* the group of 
nonzero elements of @. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A mapping 01: G x G -+ C* is a factor set of G if 
4x, Y) 4XY, 4 = 45 Y4 4Y, 4 for all X, y, x E G, 
a(10 > lo) = 1, 
where lo is the identity of G. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A mapping T: G --f GL(n, C) is a projective representation 
of G of degree n with factor set (y. if 
T(x) T(Y) = +,Y) T(xY) for all x, y E G, 
W.4 = 4 where I is the identity matrix. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Two projective representations T, 5’ of G with the same 
factor set 01 are equivalent if there exists some invertible matrix P such that 
T(x) = PS(x) P-l for all x E G. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The character xr of a projective representation T of G is 
defined to be 
‘X=(X) = trace T(x), x E G. 
LEMMA 1.5. Two projective representations T, S of G are equivalent ;f and 
only if X(X) = xs(x) for all x E G. 
Proof. See [9]. 
The definitions and properties of irreducible projective representations and 
characters are analogous to those given in the linear case, and are omitted here. 
The reader is referred to [3, 91 for the details. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Two factor sets 01, /3 of G are equivalent if there exists a 
mapping K: G -+ C* such that ~(1~) = 1 and 
4% Y> = 44 K(Y) K(XYFl B(x, Y) for all x, y E G. 
This property of equivalence is an equivalence relation R on the set of factor 
sets of G. 
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DEFINITION 1.7. The set H2(G, C*) = {Es(o), E&3),...} of equivalence 
classes of the relation R is an abelian group under the product 
u4 J%(B) = J%(4% 
where o$ is the factor set of G defined by 
+4% Y) = 4% Y) PC5 Y) for all x, y E G. 
This group is called the Schur Multiplier of G. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let 01 be a factor set of G. We define 
f&, Y) = 4% Y) “(XYx-l, v, for all x, y E G. 
LEMMA 1.9. 
f&Y, 4 = f&Y, 4.Lh YZY-‘) for all x, y, z E G. 
Proof. 
a(y, 4 4% 3”) 
= a(xyzy-lx-l, x) "(xyzy-l, y) 
dXY> 4 
= a(xy.zy-1x-1, xy) 
=.f&y> x>. 0 
It is also possible to define induced projective representations (see [6]). 
DEFINITION 1.10. Let H < G, G = UT=_, Hx, . Let a be a factor set of G, 
and T a projective representation of H with factor set 01. (We identify the factor 
set 01 lH with oz.) Define 
where 
T’(g) = (Ti,(d)nxn > g E G, 
T&d = 4dg) Wwi’) if x,gxi’ E H 
where 
= (0) if x,gxT’ $ H, 
‘idg> = a(Xi 9 g> a(xiP?l, xI)-1~ g E G. 
We can show, as in the linear case, that TG is a projective representation of G 
with factor set 01. TC is called the representation induced from T. 
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We complete this section by describing a set of matrices which will be used 
in the construction of certain projective representations of C,,, N S, in Sections 
4-l. 
LEMMA 1 .l 1. Let k be any positive integer. There exist matrices (Nl ,... , N,,,,} 
of degree 2k satisfying 
(i) NF =I, j= l,..., 2k+ 1, 
(ii) NiN,, = -NhNj , j # h, 
(iii) N,N, ... Natif = (;)“I (i = (-l)l/“), 
(iv) No other product of distinct matrices Njl ... Nj, = [I, for any 5 E @” 
(apart from a reordering of (iii)), 
(9 No ... Nj, has nonzero trace if and only if Njl *** Nj, = [I for some 
<EC*. 
Proof. Let {Ml ,..., Mak+lj be defined as in [13, p. 1981. Put Nj = Mzk+a-$ 
if j is odd, and Nj = (i) k!zk+z-$ if j is even. 0 
2. CLIFFORD'S THEORY APPLIED TO PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, we give the most important results of the adaptation to pro- 
jective representations of Clifford’s theory of inducing from normal subgroups. 
Throughout, H (1 G, and CL is a factor set of G. 
In [S], Fell has considered the more general problem of the irreducible 
representations of homogeneous algebraic bundles, and his main result (Theo- 
rem 1) is given here for the particular case of the twisted group algebra (CG), 
(see [9]), and its unit fiber G/H-subalgebra (OX)&. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 01 be a factor set of G, and T an irreducible projective 
representation (henceforth i.p.r.) of H with factor set 01. Define 
Tcg)(h) = f&, h) T(ghg-l), forallgEG, hEH. 
LEMMA 2.2. T(g) is an i.p.r. of H with factor set 0~. 
Proof. 
TeY4 T’gYh,) = f& h)f,(g, h,) T(ghg-l) T(gh,g-l) 
= fak, 4 fXg> h3 4gk1, i9w-1) %FW) 
= or(h, h,) f,(g, hh,) T(ghh,gl) by repeated applications of 1.1 
= z(h, h,) T’g’(hh,) (h, 4 E HI. 
Thus T(g) is a projective representation of H with factor set 01, which is irre- 
ducible since T is irreducible. 0 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Two i.p.r.‘s T, S of H are conjugate if S N T(g) for some 
g E G (N denotes equivalence of representations). * 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T be an i.p.r. of H with factor set 01, and let IT -= 
{g E G 1 T(g) N T}. I, is a group called the inertia group of T, and FT = IJH is 
called the inertia factor of T. 
1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let T, (t, IT be as in Lemma 2.4. There exists an i.p.r. F of I, ~ 
with some factor set /? such that 
(i) p(g) T(h) F(g)-” = T(g)(h), 
(ii) 5?‘(h) = T(h), c 
(iii) T(h) F(g) = ar(h,g) F(hg), 
for allgEI*, hEH. .i 
Proof. By definition of IT , there exists some matrix T’(g) such that 
T’(g) T(h) T’(g)-l = T(Q)(h), forallgEIr, heH. . 
By Schur’s lemma (see, e.g., [3]), 
T’(g) T’(d = B’k, d T’kJ, g,glE4-, 
where /3’ is some factoreset of IT. Now choose a set {x1 ,..., x,> of right coset 
representatives of H in 1, , and define 
F(hxJ = ol(h, x&l T(h) T’(x& c 
F’(h) = T(h), 
for all h E H, i = l,..., n. It is now easy to show that 5? is a projective repre- 
sentation of 1, with some factor set /3 satisfying (i) and (ii). The fact that T is ’ 
irreducible follows as in the linear case (see [2]). 
Further, 
p(h(h,x,)) = p(hh,(xJ) ‘. 
= a(hh, , x&l T(hh,) T’(xJ 
T(h) ?+(h,xJ = cu(h, , x&l T(h) T(h,) T’(xJ 
= ol(h, h,) “(h, , x&l T(hh,) T’(xJ. 
1 
Thus T(h(h,xJ) = cll(h, h,x,)-l T(h) F(hlxi) for all h, hi E H, i = l,..., II, and 
hence T(h) F(g) = a(h, g) F(hg) for all g E Ir , h E H. q 
. 
LEMMA 2.6. If 01, /3 are the factor sets de$ned in Theorem 2.5, the factor set . 
c&l of IT satis$es 
+-Vg, h,gd = 4-‘k 8,) 
for all g, gl E IT , h, h, E H. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2S(iii), 
= Sk, g,) 4h, g>-’ 44 3 gJlfa(g, h,) a(h, gh,g-I) T(hgh,g-l) T(ggJ* 
But 
B(hg, h,g,) @gh1g-l, gg1)-’ = B(& g,) 4, d-’ 4% 7 gd-‘f&T hl) +wlg-l)* 
Manipulations of type 1.1 now give the required result. 0 
C OROLLARY 2.7. ~$3-1 may be regarded as a factor set of Fr by defining 
4-w& fed = %+l(g, a>, for all g, g, E Ir . 
THEOREM 2.8. Let T, 01, IT, F, fl be as above. The set {(T @ P)” / P is an 
i.p.r. of F, with factor set c$F} is a set of i.p.r.‘s of G with factor’set 01, where @ 
denotes the Kronecker product of representations. Furthermore, (T @ P)” N 
( T1 @ PJG ;f and only if 
(i) Tz N T(g) for some g E G (as representations of H), and 
(ii) assuming T;,(x) is chosen = f,(g, x) F(gxg-l), x E IT, (we can do this 
since ITcg) = g-lI,g), PI(x) N P(gxg-l), as representations of FT,. 
Proof. By an argument similar to that used in the linear case (see [2]). q 
THEOREM 2.9. Let U be an i.p.r. of G with factor set 01, and let T be any 
constituent of U, . (All such constituents are in fact conjugates, as in the linear 
case.) Then U N (p @ P)“, where F is the i.p.r. of IT with factor set /3 deJned 
in Theorem 2.5, and P some i.p.r. of Fr with factor set o/3-l. 
Proof. As in the linear case. 0 
Thus, we may construct the i.p.r.‘s of G with factor set 01 if we know the 
i.p.r.‘s of some normal subgroup H of G with factor set a. Choose one i.p.r. 
T from each class of conjugate representations of H, and find its inertia group 
IT . Construct the representation 5? of IT with factor set ,4 as in Theorem 2.5, 
and let P vary through a full set of inequivalent i.p.r.‘s of FT with factor set 
&l. By inducing all such representations (F @ P) of IT to G, we get a set of 
inequivalent i.p.r.‘s of G with factor set 01. The fact that we get a full set follows 
from Theorem 2.9. 
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3. THE GROUP C,,, N Sl 
A set of generators and relations for C,,, N S, is the following [see 41. 
cm - St = (Yi) Wj 3 i = l,..., I - l,j = l,***, 2 1 ri2 = (YiY$+l)’ = (YiYj)’ = 1, 
. 
Ii-i1 2% wjm = 1, WjWk = w7&wj ) YiWi = w&+$-i ) riwj = wjri ) 
j # i, i + 1). , 
We denote the cyclic group generated by wDi by CE’, i = I,..., 1, and thus, 
the group generated by {wr ,..., w,}~ C$ x ... x Ck’ = Cmz, say. The group 
generated by (rr ,..., Y& is isomorphic to the symmetric group on I elements - 
(see [13]), and will be denoted by S, . We will identify yi with the transposition 
(i, i + l), i = l,..., 1 - 1. From the above generators and relations, we see 
that C, - S, is the semidirect product of Cm2 with S1 (see [7]). i 
We now consider two important subgroups of index 2 of C, - Sr . In the 
following x = ti, ... ti, will denote x E C, - S, as a product of the generators 
Gj E {yl ,-*.> r1-1 , WI ,a.., Wlb 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let C, - Al = {X = t, ... ti, 1 the number of tij E{rr 9.a.) 
rr-r} is even}. In the case m = 1, this is the alternating group A, . For general m, 
it is called the generalized alternating group and is the semi-direct product of 
C,l with A,. The unique nontrivial coset of C, N A, in C, - S, is 
(CT?? - 4 rl> andthus IC,-S1:C,-AII =2. 
. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let m be even. We define 
(G w Es,)+ = {x = t,, ... ti, j the number of tij E {wr ,..., wl} is even}. 
The unique nontrivial coset of (C, - S,)+ in C, - S, is (C, - SJ+ W, . 
When m = 2, (C,,, - Sr)+ is the Weyl group of type D, . 
The Schur Multiplier of C, - S, has been determined in [4] to give the , 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
H2(C,,, - s,: C”) = c, = ((7)) ;f 
= 1 ;f 
= c23 = {(n A, PL)) if 
= c22 = Gt CL)) ;f 
= c2 = G4 if 
= 1 if 
where ~2 = h(2.m) = p(2sm) = 1. 0 
1 
m is odd, I>, 4, 
m is odd, 1 < 4, 
miseven, 134, d 
m is even, I= 3, 
miseven, 1=2, * 
miseven, 1= 1, 
1 
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More precisely, given (y, A, p) such that rz = X(2*nz) = /.A(~,~) = 1, and 
writing Ri for T(ri) and Vj for XT(w,) in [4, p. 6181, we see that {R, ,..., R,-, , 
V 1 ,--a, V,} is a set of matrices satisfying 
R;=I, (RiRi+,)3 = I, (RiRj)2 = yI, Ij-il >2, 
Vjm = I, VjVb = FVkVj 3 RiVi = hVi+lRi y j f k 
RtVj = AVjR, ) j#$i+l. 
For simplicity, we will always use {(y, A, p)} to denote the multiplier, with the 
convention that h = p = 1 if m is odd, y = 1 if m is even, 1 = 3, y = h = 1 
if m is even, I = 2, y = X = p = 1 if I= 1. 
Conversely, given matrices {R, ,..., R,-, , V, ,..., V,} satisfying the above 
conditions, we may define a projective representation T of C, - S, with factor 
set [y, A, ~1 E (y, A, p) as follows. To each x E C, - Sr , assign once and for all 
an expression 
x zzz tj, *** t. w ) hi E {Yl ,*a*, yz-1 , q ,-.., WJ, 
and define 
T(x) = Ti, 1.. Ti, , 
where 
Tij = Vi, if tir E {Wl ,*--, 4, 
= Rij if t*j E {Yl ,*a-, Yl-3. 
The factor set [y, A, ~1 of T will take values fl. We now turn our attention 
to defining x = ti, ... tiq in such a way that the factor set [r, A, ~1 will be as 
easy as possible to handle. 
DEFINITION 3.4. 
(i) Let w E C,l. Write w = wil -.* wiq in any (fixed) way, and define 
T(w) = Vi, .-a Vi,. 
(ii) Let Y E S, , and let (Zr ,..., Zt) be such that Zi > 0 and &, Zi = 1. 
Put pa = 0, $6 = Ci_r lj 3 and define Slf to be the symmetric group on 
{P,-~ + LPJ, generated b{ypd-l+l ,.-., Y,~-& Put &,.....I,) = St1 x *a* x Szt , 
and let g(y) = ((4 ,..., b) I y E St+ ,,.., +)}. g(r) is nonempty since (I) E P(Y) for 
all Y E S, . We define a partial ordering < on P’(Y) by 
(4’,..., 2,‘) < (I;,..., l;) 
if and only if S(t,* ,..., 1;) G &, ,..., 1;) . S(Y) has a unique minimal element 
(4 ,***, I,) under <, and we write 
Y = x1 .‘. x, , where xi E SI, , i = l,..., 4. 
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Let xi = car ... yit, be some fixed expression for xi in terms of the generators 
{Y~~-~+~ ,..., r,i-l},’ i = l,..., q. Thus I = (rii .*. ylt,) ... (yql ..* yqt,), and we 
define T(Y) = (R,, ... Rltl) ... (RQ1 --. Rut,). 
(iii) Each x E C, N S, may be expressed (uniquely) as x = WY, w E Cm”, 
Y E S, . Define T(x) = T(w) T(Y). H enceforth [y, X, t(] will denote the factor 
set of this particular representation T of C, N S, . 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Y E Sl , (I1 ,..,, 1,) E P(Y), and let Y = x1 * .. x, , where 
xi E S,( , i = l,..., q. If T is the representation defined in Definition 3.4, 
T(Y) = T(x,) ... T(x,). 
Proof. By considering the minimal elements of P(Y) and 9(xi), i = l,..., q. 
n 
DEFINITION 3.6. If y = 1, the representation T of S, (and its subgroups) 
defined in 3.4(ii) will be called a linear representation, and if y = - 1, T will be 
called a projective representation. We will denote the restriction to S, of [y, h, ~1 
by [rl- 
LEMMA 3.7. Let [rl , xl , PA h+ T A2 T ~1 E 6% ,h , Ed, h , x2 , P& respect- 
ively, be defined as in De$nition 3.4. Then [yl , A,, ~~1 [yz , A,, p2] = 
[YlYZ 7 AlA2 7 PIP21 E (YlY2 9 &h 9 CLIP%)* 
Proof. Let {R:“, Vjl) }, {Ry’, V,‘“‘} be sets of matrices giving rise to 
[Yl 9 Al 3 kl, [Yz > A2 9 Pal, respectively. Then (Ry’ @ Ry’, Vjl) @ Vj2)} gives 
rise to [y1y2 , hiha, p1p2], which gives the result. 0 
LEMMA 3.8. 
f k, 4 = 1 for all w cz f&l, g E Cm N St . 
L-1, 1, 11 
Proof. A set of matrices satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3 for 
[- 1, 1, l] may be defined as follows: 
Let k = [al] (integer part), and define {N1 ,..., N2%+r} as in Lemma 1.11. 
Put 
R9 = 2-*(Nj - Ni+l), j = I,..., 1 - 1, 
Vj = I, j = l,..., 2. 
If T is the representation generated by these matrices, then T(w) = I for all 
w E C,r. The result now follows since 
TO T(w) TW = f (a 4 TCIW-~) for all w E Cmz, g E C, N S, . 
L-1, 1, 11 
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COROLLARY 3.9. 
for all w E Cml, g E C, N S, . 
PI 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. q 
LEMMA 3.10. Let [y, X, ~1 E (y, A, p) be the factor set of the representation T 
of Gi N S, de$ned in DeJinition 3.4. T is a linear representation of C,l if p = 1, 
and a projective representation satisfying 
T(wJ” = I, j = l,..., 1, 
T(wJ T(wJ = - T(wJ T(w ), j#i, if p=-1. 
Proof. By restricting to C,l the matrices defined in Theorem 3.3. 0 
We will denote the restriction to Cm2 of [y, A, ~1 by [Jo]. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let [y, X, ~1 E (y, X, CL) be as in Dejnition 3.4, and let T be 
any i.p.r. of Cm2 with factor set b]. The inertia group (and inertia factor) of T with 
respect to [y, X, ~1 is the same as with respect bo [-y, A, ~1, and the i.p.r.‘s Y$ dejned 
in each case may be taken to be identical. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.9 and the definitions given in Theorem 2.5. 0 
LEMMA 3.12. The irreducible linear representations (i.l.r.‘s) of Cm1 are given 
by (FI @ .*. OF,}, where each Fi is an i.1.r. of Cz’, i = I,..., 1. 
Proof. Well known. c] 
LEMMA 3.13. Assume m is even. (If m is odd, the factor set [-l] of Cm2 does 
not exist, see Theorem 3.3). Let k = [*Z], and let {NI ,..., Nzkfl} be as in Lemma 
1.11. We define a projective representation T(,+ ,..., @,j of Cmz(ai E {I ,..., m}, 
i=l Y.--y 0 br T(aI.....ol) (wi) = @iNi, i = l,..., I, where 6 is some (fixed) primi- 
tive mth root of 1. It is easy to see that the matrices so defined satisfy the conditions 
of Lemma 3.10, and generate an i.p.r. of C,l with factor set [-11. When 1 is even, 
a full set of inequivalent i.p.r.‘s of Cm2 is given by {TtaI ,..., a,) 1 ai E Cl,..., $rn], 
i = l,..., l}, and when 1 is odd, a full set is given by 
V(a,.....a,) 1 either al2 ai E (1 ,..., gm}, i = l,..., 1, OY all ai E {am + 1 ,..., m}.) 
The charactm xta, ,..., a,) of Tta, . . . . . @,I is given by 
(i) I eeren. 
X(a1 ,....aJ tW;h . . . w;bi> = 2f1~2tqbrt-+a,b~) , 
where bi E {l,..., +m}, i = l,..., 1, and 0 on all other elements. 
481/46/r-8 
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(ii) 1 odd. 
w;“z) = 2t(z- ) 1 Z(alO~+~~*+arbl) 
5 , 
= 2f(Z--l)(~)Z 5(al+...+a()+2(a,bl+...+~~b~), 
where b, E {I ,..., +m>, i = l,..., I, and 0 on all other elements. 
Proof. See [lo]. 0 
4. APPLICATION OF CLIFFORD’S THEORY TO C,,, N S1 
Our treatment will be case by case, and we will determine the inertia group 
(and inertia factor) for each i.p.r. of Cm2 with respect to each factor set [y, A, ~1 
of c, N S, . The following result, which is given in [7] for the factor set 
[I, 1, l] is also valid for all [r, A, ~1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T be an i.p.r. of C,,,l with factor set [p], and let FT’ = 
{g E S, 1 T(g) N T}, where 
+%) = fLFAw;]T(g) T(w) T(g)-l, for all w E C,,l. 
, > 
The inertia group IT is given by the semidirect product C,,,‘F,‘, and the inertia 
factor FT = C,-nEF//C,,,l G F/. From now on, we will identify FT with FT’. 
Proof. Similar to that given in [7] for [l, 1, 11. 0 
We now look at the individual cases. By Corollary 3.11, we need only consider 
one factor set from [y, A, ~1, [-y, A, ~1. 
The Factor Sets [l, 1, 11, [---I, 1, l] 
This is the case dealt with in [7]. The results obtained are the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T = F1 @ *.a @FE be an i.1.r. of C,,,l. Let Fir’ be the 
representation of Cz’ defined by 
.F,“‘(wJ = 5’, Y = l,..., m, 
where 5‘ is as in Lemma 3.13. We say T is of type (II ,..., 1,) ;f I, is the number of 
representations F, equivalent to FF’, r = I,..., m. Let S(lr) be the subgroup of S, 
permuting the indices of the 1, factors Fi which are equivalent to Fy), i = I,..., m. 
It is proved in [7] that 
FT E S(h) x . . . x S(zm) 
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Further, it is shown that two i.p.r.‘s T, T’ of C,Z are conjugate ;f and on@ if they 
have the same type. Thus we may choose T in such a way that FT = Sg,,...,l,) , 
where S(Z~.....Z~) is defined as in Def;nition 3.4. 
We put p(wr) = T(w) for all w E Cmz, T EF~ . Then T is an i.p.r. of the inertia 
group IT , whose factor set /3 is the identity factor set (i.e., T is linear). 0 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T run through a full set of nonconjugate i.I.r.‘s of Cmz. 
(i) The i.p.r.‘s of Cm N S, with factor set [I, 1, l] are given by 
{(CT @ I-p” r 1 P is an i.1.r. of Scz, ,..., z,)}. 
(ii) The i.p.r.‘s of C,,, N S, with factor set [-1, 1, l] are given by 
((T @ P)=m-sl I P is an i.p.r. of %,.....~,)l. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the factor set c@-l defined in Lemma 2.6. 
(i) follows immediately. In (ii), LX/F must equal the restriction to C,,,zS~z,,...,z,) 
of [- 1, 1, 11, which by Corollary 2.7 is given by the restriction to So.. . .,z,) of 
the factor set [-l] of the projective representations of Sz . 0 
5. THE FACTOR SETS [I, -1, l] AND [-1, -1, I] 
In the next three sections, we assume m is even (see Theorem 3.3). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let wEC,,,z, gESz. 
f [/y) 1l = 1, 
, , 
unless w 4 (Cm - S,)+ and g $ A, , in which case 
f (g,w) =--la 
[I, -1, 11 
Proof. Let G = (1” i), p = (-p t). We define a projective representation U 
of c, N S, by setting Ri = a, i = l,..., I - 1, Vi = p, j = l,..., 1. U satisjks 
U(wg) = I if WE(C,N Sz)+, g E AZ , 
=0 if w~(Cm-Sz)+, g$Az, 
=P if w$(Cm- Sz)+, g E AZ, 
= pa if w $ (Cm - sz)+, g 4 AZ, 
and is an i.p.r. of C,,, N S, with factor set [l, - 1, 11. The result now follows as 
in Lemma 3.8. q 
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Let T = Fr @ *** @ Ft be an i.1.r. of Cm’, and let x, xi , X(Q) be the characters 
of T, Fi , T(Q), respectively (g E S,). 
(i) Let g E& , w = hi ..* hr E Cmz, where /Z,E Cg’, i = l,..., 1. 
Thus X(W) = x(u)(w) if and only if 
Putting hj = 1, j # i, we see that a necessary condition that T N T(Q) is that 
xo-qi) = xi , i = l,..., 1. It is immediate that this condition is also sufficient. 
(ii) Assume g $ Al, and define r$: C,r -+ (0, l} by 
4(w) = 0 if w E (C, N SJf, 
= 1 otherwise. 
+ is a homomorphism since (C, - S,)+ is of index 2 in C, - Sr . By Lemma 
5.1, f (g, w) = (-l)Q(w), w E C’,l. Thus, if w = h, ... hl, 
[1,---l, 11 
x’Q’(w) = (-1)“‘“’ fi xg-a&i), 
i-1 
and so x(g) = x if and only if 
b xi(h) = l-i i=l Xs*-‘&4 for all h, E C,f, i = l,..., 1, 
where xi* is the character of the i.1.r. F, * = (- 1)” Fi of Cg’, i = l,..., 1. Putting 
h, = 1, j # i, we see that a necessary and sufficient condition that T(g) N T 
is that x = x$qi) for all i = I,..., 1. Since (xi*)* = xi , T(g) N T implies that 
T must be of type (Ii ,..., Z,J, where lf,,,+i = 1, for all i = l,..., @rz. In particular, 
I must be even. We may summarize our results as follows. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let T =F, @ ... @F, be an i.1.r. of Cmt of type (II ,..., I& 
Let X,. be the set of indices i such that Fi is equivalent to Fir’, r = l,..., m. We define 
% l,...,tm) = -k E Sl 18: X, - X, I y = l,..., 4 ks(~1,...,l,))* 
(i) If1 +I+2 .=&,i=l,..., &m,wedejine 
E(z,,...,~~) = {g E S,\Az I gxi = X+m+i 1 gX*m+i = Xi > i = l,..., 44, 
and in this case, 
FT = (siz, a.... 1,) n Ad ” E(z, s..., I,) = Gtz,,. . ,c,,J v say 
(ii) If T is not of the above type, 
FT = s(~,....,z,) n A, - q 
First, we only consider the case when li > 1 for some i = l,..., m. The case 
all Zi < 1 is straightforward and easy to handle, but unfortunately does not fit 
into the general theory given here. The corresponding results are tabulated in 
Lemma 5.7. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let T be of type (II ,..., Z,), where l,,,i = li for i = l,..., irn, 
and li > 1 for some i. Gltl ,..., Q is a subgroup of S, which has (Stl,, . . . . 1,) n A,) as a 
subgroup of index 2. 
Proof. Since some li > 1, E(rl ,..., 1,) is nonempty, and if x, y E E(rl ,..., r,) , 
*Y E s;tl....,l,’ n A, . In particular, Eul ,..., rm) is the unique nontrivial coset of 
s;ll,....z,’ n 4 in Gttl ,..., I~) . q 
LEMMA 5.4. Two i.l.r.‘s T, T’ of Cmz of type (11 ,..., Z,), (1: ,..., I,‘), respect- 
ively, are conjugates with respect to [l, - 1, l] if and only if either 
(i) (I1 ,..., I,) = (I< ,..., Zm’) 0~ 
(ii) (4 ,..., l+m , &+I ,... , L) = V;,+, ,..., L’, II’, . . . . &J. 
Proof. It is clear that this condition is necessary. The number of conjugates 
of T is given by 1 C, N S,: IT 1 = 1 S,: FT 1 (by the same argument as in [2]), 
and by considering FT for each i.p.r. T of C,,,l (given by Theorem 5.2 and Theo- 
rem 5.3)) we see that all representations with the above types must be conjugates 
of T. (In the case Z+m+i = Zi , i = 1 ,..., +m, (ii) becomes identical with (i)). 0 
LEMMA 5.5. Let T be an i.1.r. of C,,,l, and let IT be the inertia group of T with 
respect to the factor set [l, - 1, I] of Cm N St . [l, - 1, I] is equivalent to the 
identity factor set on IT . 
48x/46/1-9 
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Proof, 
(i) Let T of type (Zr ,..., Z,,,), be chosen such that FT = S(,l,...,zm) n A, = 
4z 1 ,..., r,) , say. Then I, = CmzA~+ ,..., I,) , and the representation U of C,,, N S, 
with factor set [l, - 1, I] defined in Lemma 5.1 satisfies 
U(wr) = I if w E (Cm - szj+, 
zp if w 4 (Cm - S,)+ on IT . 
Thus, in this case [I, - 1, l] is in fact equal to the identity on IT . 
(ii) Let T = Fl @ ... @FL be such that 1, = C,zGcll,.,.,l,) , where 
1 fnz+i = li , i = l,..., +m. By Lemma 5.4, we may assume that F31,i = Fi*, 
i=l ,..., 41. Define 7: C, z -+ C* by T(W) = 1 if the sum of the powers of 
{wi ,..., w+J appearing in w is even, and -1 otherwise. 
We claim that the factor set 
17(4 Y(Y) rl(XYY 11, -1, II@, Y> = 1 for all s, Y E GzGz, ..., z,,) .
The proof is as follows. It is clear that this factor set is the restriction to 1, 
of the factor set of the projective representation Y of C, N S, generated by 
matrices (Ri , V,}, where 
Ri = U, i = l,..., E- 1, 
vj = -p, j=l )...) $I, 
vj =P7 j = jJ + I,..., 1. 
We prove that Y is a linear representation of IT . Let w, w’ E Cmz, 
r, r’ E G(z~,...,z,) . 
Y(w,) Y(w’r’) = Y(w) Y(r) Y(w’) Y(r’) by Definition 3.4, 
Y(wYw’d) = Y(wrw’r-W) = Y(wrw’r-1) Y(d) by Definition 3.4, 
= Y(w) Y(rw’r-1) Y(r) Y(r’) by definition of Y. 
Thus we must show Y(Y) Y(w’) = Y(Yw’Y-‘) Y(Y) for all w’ E Cmz, all 
r E G(rl ,..., Q .If r E AtI ,..., z,) , Y(r) = I and Y(w’) = Y(rw’r-l). Now assume 
r E Et, 1 ,..., 1 ln ) , and let w’ = w;l,..., w:l. If w’ E (C, - S,)+, 
f.wfr-l = w;r-hl, . . . Ww(l, 
and 
a1 + *a. + a+2 = a,-ql) + .** + u7-qfz) (mod 2). 
Thus, Y(rw’r-1) = Y(w’), and as w’ E (C, - S,)+, Y(w’) Y(Y) = Y(r) Y(w’). 
If W’ $ (C, N S,)+, a, + ... + utz = 1 + a,-~(,) + +*. + a+~~) (mod 2), 
and thus, Y(rw’r-l) = -Y(w’). But as w’ $ (C, - Sr), T(w’) Y(Y) = 
-Y(r) Y(w’), which gives the result. 0 
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COROLLARY 5.6. Let T be an i.1.r. of Cm2 of type (Z1 ,. .., l,), where some li > 1. 
(9 If &G = li , for all i = l,..., $m, we de+ T(wr) = T(W) T(w), for 
all w E Cm’, r E G(~l,...,~,,,) , where 71 is defined as in Lemma 5.5. 
(ii) If T is not of type (i), we dejk p(wr) = T(w), w E Cmz, r E A(, *,..., 1,, . 
r?; is an i.p.r. of IT whose factor set in each case is the restriction to IT of [l, - 1, I]. 
0 
LEMMA 5.7. Let T be an i.1.r. of Cm1 of type (II ,. .., I,), where all Zi < 1, 
(i) lt,,i # li for some i E {l,..., &m>, then IT = Cnz, and thus, 
(T(r) j T E S,> is a full set of nonequivalent conjugates of T. 
(ii) If &+i = li for all i = l,..., &m, then 
(a) if I = 0 (mod 4), IT = CnLz, and thus (T(‘) j r E S,} is a full set of 
nonequivalent conjugates of T, and 
(b) if 1~ 2 (mod 4), T(‘) = T if and only if r E (1, g}, where 
g = (1, $Z + 1) (2, &l+ 2) ..* (31, I), and IT = C,l{l,g}. 
Thus { Tt7) 1 r E A,} is a full set of nonequivalent conjugates of T, and in this case, 
F may be defined by putting p(w) = T(w), and p(wg) = T(W) T(w), where 
w E cmt, and 7: Cm2 -+ C* is the function introduced in Lemma 5.5. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let T run through a full set of nonconjugate (in the sense of 
Lemma 5.4) i.l.r.‘s of C,l. 
(i) The i.p.r.‘s of C, N Sl with factor set [l, - 1, l] are given by 
{( rT @ P)cm+ 1 P is an i.1.r. ofF,}. 
(ii) The i.p.r.‘s of Cm N S, with factor set [- 1, - 1, l] are given by 
{(T @ P)+sr 1 P is an i.p.r. of Fr}. 
Proof. By considering the factor set &l, which in (i) = [l, 1, l] and in 
(ii) = f-1, 1, 11 1~~. 0 
6. THE FACTOR SETS [-1, -1, --I], [1, -1, -I] 
LEMMA 6.1. Let w E Cm1 be such that ,Q(w) # 0 for some character xr of an 
i.p.r. T of C,l withfactor set [-l]. Thenf (k!, 4 =lforallgEC,~S,. 
[-1,-1,-l] 
Proof. Let k = [SZ], and let (IV, ,..., Nzle+l} be as in Lemma 1 .I 1. We put 
R, = 24(Ni - Nj+J, j = l,..., 1 - 1, 
Vj = Nj 3 j = I,..., 1. 
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The projective representation U of C,,, N S, generated by {Ri , Vj} has factor set 
[ - 1, - 1, -11 (see Theorem 3.3). The elements w of Cm2 which have nonzero 
character xr(w) for some i.p.r. Tare the following (see Lemma 3.13). 
(i) {wf’+ *.* wFbz 1 b, E {I ,..., +z>}, and also when Z is odd. 
(ii) {wt’~+~ ... wfbl+’ j bi E {l,..., &m>}. U(wtbl ... wf”‘) = Ifor all(b, ,..., b,}, 
and when 1 is odd U(wibli-r ... wtbc+‘) = (i)” 1, and the result now follows as in 
Lemma 3.8. 0 
Let T = T(,,, . ,,,nl~ be an i.p.r. of C,T,z with factor set [-I], and let 
x = X63,,. ..,aJ be its character. Let g E S, , and let x(g) be the character of 
T(g). T and T(g) are equivalent representations of C,l if and only if X(W) = 
f (& 4 x(gwgpl) for all w E C,l. Thus, by Lemma 6.1, if and only if 
[-I, -1, -11 
(9 x(~,....,~,)(w~~~ ... 4”9 = x(~,.....~,)(w~~~, ... w$‘tJ, and also when 1 
is odd, 
(4 XL+..,~J(~:~~+~ ... ++l) = ~(~,.....~,f(w%~~ ... 4%‘) for all 
lb, ,.-., b,} _C {l,..., tm}. 
By Lemma 3.13, this condition reduces to 
4 
2(albl+...+azb,) _ _ ~e(n,cl,b,+...+a,(r,br) for all bi E {I,..., $m} 
Putting bj = O,i # i, and bi = 1, we see that ai = a,(,) (mod &m), i = I,..., 1, 
is a necessary condition. Since ai E {I ,..., $m}, i = l,..., I, or, ai E (+m + I,..., m}, 
i = l,..., Z, we must have ai = u,(~) , i = 1,. . ., 1. It is immediate that this 
condition is also sufficient. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let T(a,,...,a,) be an i.p.r. of Cmz with factor set [-11. We 
say that Tcal ,..., a,) is of type (Z1 ,..., Z&f if {a, ,..., al} c {l,..., +m}, and Zi is the 
number of a9 which equal i, i = l,..., &m. If 1 is odd and {a, ,..., a,} C 
i&m + A..., m}, we say TtO1 ,..., a,) is of type (Zr ,..., It-& if Zi is the number of ui 
which equal $rn + i, i = l,..., $m. 
Thus, we have proved that when T(,r ,..., a~ has type (Zr ,..., Z&f, FTcal ,,,,, ol) s 
S~I,,..,,litm) (in the notation of Definition 3.4). 0 
LEMMA 6.3. Two i.p.r.‘s Tta, ,,.., a,), Tt, ‘, ..a,‘) of Cm1 withfactor set [-1] 
are conjugate with respect to [ - 1, - 1, - I] i] kzd only if they have the same type. 
Proof. If Tta,,,...,al,) N T:ii,...,,L, we must have ui = a,(,) (mod $m), 
i = I,..., 2. When Z is even, this reduces immediately to a,’ = a,~~) , i = l,..., I, 
and when Z is odd, Lemma 3.13(ii) also implies ui’ = a,(,) . By using a counting 
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argument as in Lemma 5.4, we see that this condition is also sufficient to imply 
%lr ,.... a,‘) = q:; *..., a,) * 0 
We now construct Fta,,. .. Sat) . If Tlal,. . . ,al) has type (I1 ,..., 2+,)-r, we may 
assume by Lemma 6.3 that ui = r, i = pr-, + l,..., p, , where p,, = 0, p, = 
g=, zj , r = 1 ,..., $m, and if Tea, ,..., a,) has type (Zr ,..., I,,)-, that ai = +m + Y, 
i = pr-, + l,..., p, , r = l,..., tm. Let k = [&I], and define {Nr ,..., N,,,,} as 
in Lemma 1.11. Now put 
Ri = 2-‘(Ni - Ni+l), i = l,..., z - 1, 
Vj = PNj ) j = p,-, + l,..., p, , r = I,..., $m, 
if T( a,,....nz) has type (4 ,..., $,)+, and 
Ri = 2-‘(Ni - Ni+l), i = l,..., z - 1, 
V, = 5’+f”Nj , j=p,-,+l,..., p,, r=l,..., $m, 
if T(a,....,az) has type Cl1 ,.-., &>-. 
The representation pt,1,.,.,,8, which these matrices generate satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2.5. It is an i.p.r. of IT with factor set [-1, -1, -11 ]rr . 
Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 6.4. Let T run through a iull set of nonconjugate (in the sense of 
Lemma 6.3) i.p.r.‘s of Cm2 with factor set [-11. 
(i) (( rt’ @ P)Cm*sz 1 P is an i.1.r. ofFT} is a fuZZ set of i.p.r.‘s of C, N S, 
with factor set [--I, -1, -11. 
(ii) {(T @ P)c+sl 1 P is an i.p.r. of Fr} is a full set of i.p.r.‘s of C,,, - S, 
with factor set [l, -1, -11. 
Proof. By considering the factor set I#-~ in each case. 0 
7. THE FACTOR SETS [--I, 1, -11, [l, 1, -11 
LEMMA 7.1. Let w E C,l be such that X=(W) # 0 for some chracter xT of an 
i.p.r. T of Cm2 with factor set [--11, and Zet g E S1 . Then f (g, w) = 1 
I-1, I, -11 
unless g $ A, , w $ (C, - St)+, in which casef (g, w) = -1. 
L-1, 1, -11 
Proof. [-1, 1, -I] = [-1, -1, -11 [l, -1, 11. The result now follows 
by Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1. 0 
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We use the same notation as in the previous section. 
(i) I even. In this case, the only elements w of CV,&r for which X&W) # 0 
for some i.p.r. T of Cm2 are all of the form w -= wTbl ... wpi, bi ~{l,..., +n), and 
so f kl w> = 1 for all such w E Cni2, for all g E S, . Thus, a necessary and 
[--I, 1, -11 
sufficient condition that T:zJ,..,,,l, N Tc~,,...,~,) is thatg E S%) x ... x ,Sz@ = 
%l,...,l,,~ say, where Sri) is the group permuting the indices of the li aj which 
equal i,‘i I= I ,.,., im. 
(ii) I odd. This time we must also consider elements of the form w = 
2blil . . . Wl wFbl+‘, and for such w, 
f k, 4 := (-l)T(“‘, where T(g) = 0 if gE4, 
[-I,], -11 =l otherwise. 
Thus, if T(ol,...,n,) is of type (4 ,..., &J*, T:ii,...,aL, = T(n,,...,aL) certainly 
implies g E %L,...,zemb (in the notation of (i)). But by considering elements of 
the form aq = wyl+l ... wfbt+l, we see we must also have (- l)s(g) = 1, and thus 
g E -4,. It is easy to verify that S;rl,,.,,ri,, A A, CF, (q,...&7$ . Thus, we have 
proved : 
THEOREM 7.2. Let Tc,,~,,..,,~, be an i.p.r. of Cm2 with factor set [-l] of type 
(4 ,'..1 l+#. If 1 is even, F, (q....*o~) = - &I, ,.... z$J ) if 1 is odd, Fqal ,,,,( “1) = 
AC, ,,,,,, ItTn) (in the notation of Theorem 5.5). [? 
If T( ol,. _. ,“,) is an i.p.r. of type (I1 ,. .., l,,,J where li < 1 for all i = 1,. . ., fm, 
I Tc,l ,,,,nlj E G’. Henceforth we assume li > 1 for some i. 
THEOREM 7 3. (i) If 1 is even, Tcal ,,.., a~, and TcO1, _,,, ,,,‘) are conjugate with 
respect to [- 1, 1, -I] if and only if they have the same t-vpe. 
(ii) If 1 is odd, the conjugates of an i.p.r. Tea, ,,,,, a,) of Cm’ of type (11 ,..., I+,,,)+ 
are those i.p.r.‘s Tc,~, ,,.,, a,,) which have type (Z1 ,..., Z&S-. 
Proof. By an argument similar to Lemma 5.4 and 6.3. q 
We now determine the i.p.r. Ftnl ,... ,a!) of ITTG1 (,._. .a) . By Theorem 7.3, we 
may assume that FT . (pp.,.od = G1 ,..., zi,) If E is even, and Ap1 ,..., Q,,J if l is odd. 
Let k be any postttve integer, and let {Nl ,. .., Nsk+i} be as m Lemma 1. I 1. Put 
Lj = N,N, ... fij ... Nz,C, j = l,..., 2k if k is odd, 
and 
Lj = (i)hr,hr, ... -flj ... Nzk, j = l,..., 2k if k is even, 
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where h means omit. (L, ,. .., La,} satisfy 
Lj2=I, j= l,..., 2k, LjLh = -LhL3 (i f h) 
(4 - Lj+J Nj = %+l(Lj - Lj+d, j = l,..., 2k - 1, 
(Lj - Lj+d Nh = Nh(Lj - Lj+d, h #j,j+ 1. 
(See Lemma 1.11.) 
(i) 1 even. Put k = $1, and define {N1 ,..., N2k+1 , L, ,..., L2*} as above. 
If Th,,...,a,) is of type (4 ,.-, $2, we put 
Ri = 2-‘(L, - Lj+l), j = p,-, + I,..., P, - 1 
Vj = PNj ) j =p,-, + I,..., p,, r = l,..., *rn 
(same notation as Lemma 6.3). 
The representation Ft,l,...,,l, which these matrices generate is an i.p.r. of 
GzS(z,,...,z~m) with factor set L-1, 1, -11 I Cmz~~l,.....tkm) . 
(ii) I odd. 
LEMMA 7.4. [y,h,p] = [y, --h,p] on Cm N A,. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that [I, -1, l] is the identity of C, N A, . 
This follows by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 5.5(i). 
Thus we get Fc~,....,~J by restricting to Gz4~,....,t~,) the i.p.r. ~L+..,~J 
(with factor set [-1, -1, -11) defined in Lemma 6.3. Tc~,,,,.,Q satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2.5, and has factor set [-1, 1, -11 / CmzA(ll,...,l~m). 
THEOREM 7.5. Let T = T(,l ,..., a,) be an i.p.r. of C,I with factor set [- 11, and 
let T+ = ~3i(al,....az) be defined as in Theorem 7.4. If T runs through a fuZZ set of 
nonconjugate (in the sense of Theorem 7.3) i.p.r.‘s of Cmz, then 
(i) {(F @ P)cmas 1 1 P is an i.1.r. of FT) is a fuZ1 set of inequivalent i.p.r.‘s 
of Cm-S1 with factor set [-I, 1, -11. 
(4 {CT 0 P> cmusl 1 P is an i.p.r. of FT} is a fuZZ set of inequivalent i.p.r.‘s of c 
m - sz with factor set [I, 1, - 11. 
Proof. By considering in each case the factor set c&-r defined in Theorem 
2.5. @ 
8. THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF Sc21,...,1,j 
We now turn our attention to deriving the representations (linear and pro- 
jective) of the groups S(Z, ,..., 1,) , 4tl ,..., z ) , and Gczl . . . . . 1,) (&+i = zi , i = 
1 ,..., J-m), which have appeared as the inezia factors of certain i.p.r.‘s of Cm2 
in Sections 4-7. First we consider S, . The following result is proved in [13]. 
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H2(St, @*) = C, ij 12 4, 
=I ;f 1=1,2,3. @ 
More precisely, Schur showed that there exist matrices {R, ,..., R,_,} such 
that Ri2 = I, (RiRi+,)3 = I, (RiRj)2 = ~1, / i -j ] 3 2, where y may take 
values f 1 if 1 > 4, and y = 1 if 1 = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, any set of matrices 
satisfying these conditions generates a representation T of S, with the same 
factor set [r] as in Definition 3.4(ii). 
We now give some useful results on representations in subgroups of index 2 
(see, e.g. [I]). 
DEFINITION 8.2. Let H < G be finite groups such that 1 G: H j = 2, and 
let T be an i.p.r. of G. We say that T splits in H if T = P i P on H, where P, H 
are i.p.r.‘s of H. 
LEMMA 8.3. The following statementsbare equivalent: 
(i) An i.p.r. T of G splits in H. 
(ii) T(x) N (-l)OcX) T(x) for alZ x E G, where e(x) = 0 if x E H, and 
e(x) = 1 otherwise. 
(iii) Ijxr is the character of T, xT(x) = 0 for all x E G\H. 
Proof. The linear case is proved in [I]. Schur [13] has proved the result for 
G=S,,H=A,, and the generalization to any finite G, His immediate. 0 
LEMMA 8.4. Let T be an i.p.r. of G which splits in H such that T = P 4 H 
m H, and let XT, xpy XP be the respective characters. There exists an invertible 
matrix J such that JT(x) J-1 = (- 1)e’z) T(x) for all x E G, and J may be chosen 
(by taken equivalent representations if necessary) to be of the form J = (i -‘$ 
in which case T = (i i) on H. Dejine 6,(x) = trace JT(x), x E G. Then 
XT(‘) = XPtx) + k’+) 
6T(x) = xP(‘> - dx) 
for all x E H. 
Proof. As in [13] for the case G = S, , H = Al . q 
LEMMA 8.5. The i.l.r.‘s of S(z,,...,L,) are given by (T1 @ ..* @ T, j Ti is an 
i.1.r. of Sri, i = l,..., m}. 
The proof is well known. 0 
We now look at the i.p.r.‘s of Scr, ,,,,, r,~ . 
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DEFINITION 8.6. Let Vi be an i.p.r. of Sli., i = l,..., m, generated by 
matrices {R,~-l+, ,..., RPiPl> (same notation as m Definition 3.4). Let the 
number of Ui’s which split in Ali be r, and to simplify notation, assume that 
these are (U, ,..., U,). Let s = m - Y, and put t = [is]. Define {Nr ,..., N,,,,} 
as in Lemma 1.11, and put 
where the Ji are the matrices defined for Ui (i = l,..., r) as in Lemma 8.5, and 
I,, is the identity matrix of degree 2t. 
LEMMA 8.7. {R$t-I+j ] i = l,..., m, j = l,..., Zi - l} generate an i.p.r. 
Us, . . . . . rr,, of S(L1 ,..., 2 ) * m 
Proof. See [13]. 0 
LEMMA 8.8. Let x~~,.....~,~ be the character of the i.p.r. UTu,,.,,,u,, defined 
above, and assume bi E Ati , cj E Szj\A,, , j = I,..., m. 
(i) If s is odd, 
x”(b1 .** b,c,+I .*a 
(U,.....qJ 
c,) = (2i)+l’ fi 6,(b,) fi xj(cj), 
i=r+1 
and 0 on all other elements. 
(ii) Ifs is even, ~~o,,.,.,~,,(b, *** b,) = 2*“n~=, xj(bj), and 0 on all other 
elements, where xj is the character of U, ( j = I,..., m) and & is de$ned as in 
Lemma 8.4 for Uj (j = l,..., r). 
Proof. See [13]. q 
THEOREM 8.9. Every i.p.r. of S(, 1,.+.51,) may be derived as in Lemma 8.7 from 
some (U, ,..., U,}. 
Proof. Let {U, ,..., U,) be as in Definition 8.6, and let x~~,,..,,~,, be the 
character defined in Lemma 8.8. It is easy to see that if s is even, 2” choices of 
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(Gl ,.*., Gn> 
fi = degree 
give the same character, and each has degree 2*sf, ,.,., fm , where 
Vi, i = l,..., m. Thus Cseven degree2 of the inequivalent i.p.r.‘s 
c fi” ***fm2. 
seven 
Similarly, we may show Csodd (degree)2 of the inequivalent i.p.r.‘s 
Thus, the sum of the squares of the degrees of all inequivalent i.p.r.‘s UF”,, ... , urn, 
= I S(Z1.....Zm) I 3 which gives the result (see [9]). @ 
9. REPRESENTATIONS OF A(+. .l,j 
I. Linear Representations 
Let T = Tl @ ... @ T,, be an i.1.r. of So, ,..., r,,) . 
LEMMA 9.1. T splits in A(z,.....z,) if and only if each Ti splits in Ali, 
i = l,..., m. 
Proof. By 8.3(iii). q 
Consider the case where each Ti splits in A,, , i = l,..., m. By Lemma 8.4, 
there exist matrices Ji such that 
J,T,(x,) 1;’ = (- l)W’Ti(xt) for all xi E Sr, , 
where 
B,(x,) = 0 if 3~‘~ E Ali, 
=l otherwise, i = I,..., m. 
Define J = J1 @ .*. @ Jm . Then 
JT(x) J-’ = (- l)e’“’ T(x) for all x E &z~.....z,) 
where 
e(x) = 0 if x E A(z~,....z,) , 
-1 otherwise. 
Since each Ji may be taken to be of the form ($ 9), we can easily find a 
matrix K such that 
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in which case 
where P, P are i.l.r.‘s of Au1 ...., rm) . 
II. Projective Representations 
Let Z’~ul,...,c,,~ be an i-v-. of S(L,,...,Z,) defined as in Lemma 8.7. 
LEMMA 9.2. u&l,....um, splits in 4 1 ,...,, m) if and only ifs is even. 
Proof. By Lemmas 8.3(ii) and 8.8. 0 
Let s be even. We define 
where Ii (i = l,..., r), N,,, are defined as in Definition 8.6. Then 
JF” (7) u ,]-1 = (-l)@(Z) U” (X) 
w,,...,umi,) ’ 
for all x E S(I,....,~,) , 
1.. ., m 
where 8 is defined as in Lemma 9.1 (see [13]). The matrices of the two i.p.r.‘s 
of 4, ,,..., z 
linear case: 
) into which u&Is. ..,u m , s P lits may now be derived as above in the 
10. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF Gcll,...,lm~, 
(Ztm+l = Zi , i = l,..., +n) 
As in Section 5, we assume li > 1 for some i = 1 ,.. ., m, and Ifor simplicity of 
notation, we assume lr , ltm+i > 1. Our method will be to induce representations 
of 4, 1 s..., z,,,) to GoI . . . . . I,,,) by a further application of Clifford’s theory, and as 
A(rl,,,,,, ) is a subgroup of G(ll,...,,m, of index 2, we need only consider one 
g EE(~~,~.,~~) (see [l]). If I = 2n where n is odd we choose g = (1, n + 1) 
(2, n + 2) ... (n, 2n). If 12 is even, we putg = (1, n + 1, 2, n + 2) (3, n + 3) ... 
(n, 24. 
I. Linear Representations 
(a) Let T = TI @ ... @ T, be an i.1.r. of S(r,,...,r ) which does not split 
in 4clJm) 9 and assume T N T(Q) as representatiks of Atll,,,,,lm) . Let 
x = x1 *.. T,, E A(ll ,..., cm) . Since g E &I ,..., 1,) , we see that 
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i = l,..., $m. Thus, for all x1 .. x, E Au1 ,... ,r,) , we have 
where xi is the character of Ti , i = l,..., m, and 
xi’y’ (x gmti) = x*~&Qm+ig-‘)~ 
X~$+n+d(%) = X~,+&ig-‘)~ 
i = I,..., &m. Let xi E Al. , and put xj = 1, j # i. Then we have xi(xi) = 
ki~yA+i(xi), i = l,..., 4 m, where ki is some positive rational which must equal 1 
since xi is either an irreducible character of Ali or the sum of two (unequal) 
irreducible characters. Thus either xi = x$+~ or (-l)e* x!&!+ on Sri , where 
B,(x,) = 0 if xi E .4,* , 
= 1 otherwise. 
Let xi , xj be characters of representations which do not split on Ari , A,, , 
respectively, and let xi, xi E S,I\A+ , SrJArj be such that xi(xi), xi(xj) f 0 (see 
Lemma 8.3(iii)). Assume xi = (-1)“: x$+~, Putting xk = 1, k # ;,j we see 
that xi(xi) xi(xi) = -xi(xi) x!$+~(x~), which implies xj = (-1)Oj x($+~ on S,{ . 
Thus T(g) u T (as representations of A~tI,~,~,lm,) implies either 
(9 xi = x($+i on Sr, for all i = I,..., am, or 
(ii) xi = (-l)“d $$+,,I on Sri for all i = l,..., $m. 
However, these conditions are sufficient to imply T(g) N_ T, since xi = x’;;+~ 
(‘) implies xy’ = xtm+i , and xi = (-l)“i xtmsi implies (-l)8&m+i xj”’ = xtmti , 
and thus r 
We have proved 
THEOREM 10.1. Let T = TI @ ... @I T, be an i.1.r. of SC,~, . ,1,) which 
does not split in AftI ,,,,, Q , and let g E Et, ?,..,: I,) be chosen as above. T(g) N T (as 
representations of At, 1,...,~,)) if and 4~ zf elther 
(i) T, E T$+i on S,+ for all i = l,..., $m, or 
(ii) Ti e (-1)“; Ti$ili on Szi for all i = l,..., +m. 
In this case, IT = G(rl ,..., r,,) , otherwise 1, = At21 ,..., r,) . 3 
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We now briefly consider the representation F of G(rl,...,rm) (in the case 
T(g) N T). 
Ti N TrA+i implies T+,,,+i N Ty), and thus there exist matrices Qi such that 
O.T.(x.) Q-l = Tg+i(X.) -zz2 z z 9 
Q+m+i T+m+i(X+m+i) Q$+i = Ti(B)(~*m+i), 
xi E &, 7 x+,+~ E Slt,+i , i = I ,..., $m. Defining Q = Qr @ “. @ Qnz , we 
see that AQT(x) Q-lA-’ = T(g)(x), x E AcLl,, . ,1,) , where A is the matrix defined 
in [ll, p. 751, and thus 
(Similarly if Ti N (- l)“i T’$,L+i .) 
The representation F is now constructed as in [l, p. 961 if I = 2n (n odd), and 
by a slight modification of the argument if n is even (details omitted). 
(b) Let P be an i.1.r. of Atll ,..., I,) such that P $ p = Ton AlLI ,..., am) , where 
T = Tl @ .. ’ @ T,,, is an i.1.r. of Su,, ... ,r,) . If xT , xP , xp , 6, are defined as in 
Lemma 8.4, 
XP(4 + XPW = XT(4 
XP(4 - XP(4 = STWT 
x E A(+..,~,,,) . Thus 
for x E A(~,....,~,,,~  
xg’ = 
where Sy)(x) = Sr(gxg-l), x E A(tl,.s.,lm) , and hence 
xP on Atzl ,..., tm) implies xp’ = XT on So, ,..., t,).. Conversely, assume that 
x?’ = xT On &,....J,) . To showx? = xp , it is sufhcrent to prove that S(g) = 6. 
(On the other hand, if 88) = -S, we have xp’ = xg). To do this, we need only 
consider one x E A(r,,...,t~ such that S(x) # 0, and investigate W(x). 
Each Ti splits in Ali (i = l,..., m), and 6(x, a.* x,) = nz, 6,(x,) for all 
Xl ... xm E ~z~,...,Q > where 6, is associated with Ti as in Lemma 8.4 (see 
Lemma 9.1). Thus we choose xi E Ati such that 6,(x,) # 0 (such xi exist) for 
i=l ,..., $n. Clearlygxg-l E Alt,+i also satisfies S+m+i(gxg-l) + 0, i = I,..., +m. 
Define 
x = Xl *** X+mgXlg-l a.- gx+g-1. 
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and 
S(x) x fi 6,(x,) &+i(gxjg-y # 0, 
i=l 
qgxg-1) = fi 6j(g2xjg-2) $,+,(gx,g-1). 
i=l 
(i) If I = 2n, n odd, g2 = 1 and S(gxg-l) = S(x). 
(ii) If 1 = 2n, n even, g2 = rlrla , where rl , r, are the generators of S, 
defined in Section 3. Hence 
but 
sj(g2xjg-2) = 6,(x,), i> 1, 
%(g2%-2) = --1w 
(since g2x,g-2 = ~rqr;’ and r, $ A,,; see [I]). Thus S(X) = -S(gxg-1). 
Summarizing our results we have 
THEOREM 10.2. Let P be un i.1.r. of Atll ,.,., Imj such that P -i- H = T = 
TI 0 ..* 0 Tm on &,,....t,) > where each Ti is an i.1.r. of S,, which splits in Ali , 
i = l,..., m. P(O) N P, (and thus P(g) N p) if and only if T(g) N T (us representa- 
tions of S(L1,...Lzm)) and 1 = 2n where n is odd. If T(g) N T and I = 2n (n even), 
P(g) NP and P(g) r-1 P. 0 
When T(g) E T and n is odd, the inertia group IP is Gf,l,...,lm~ . There exists 
an invertible matrix (s t) such that 
(“, ;)(‘,“I g.. = (““d’“’ ,kf(,,,i”, ;, 
for all x ~A(z~....J,) . Thus we have, EP(x) = P)(X) E, BP(x) = P(~)(X) B 
C?(X) = ~(Q)(X) C, OF(x) = P@)(X) D. Since P c=l P(S), P N P(g), we must 
have E, D nonsingular. P is now constructed as in (a) above. 
II. Projective Representations 
(a) 
411..... 
Let 77 = U;“u, ,... um) be an i.p.r. of So1 ,..., zm) which does not split in 
r,) (thus s defined m Definition 8.6 is odd). Let g E E(ll,..-,z,) be as in the 
linear case, and assume U(g) N U as representations of Acll,. ..,l,) . If x is the 
character of U and xi the character of lJ, (i = I,..., m), then 
x(4 = fr-dg7 4 x(‘Pg-l) for all x E 4,,...,1,) . 
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Putting x = x1 ..* x,,, , xi E Slj, i = l,..., m, we see from Lemma &g(i) that 
25(9-l) fi Xi(Xi) = f[-a(g, x) 2i’“-1’ fi Xf(gx+?n+fg-l) X+m+fkxfP)P 
i-l i-l 
for all x = x1 , . . . . x, , where xi E Al5 , i = l,.. ., m. 
Putting xj = 1, j # i, we have 
Xfbf) = uL1(g, Xi> Xtn+ikXig-‘1 on AZ, , i=l ,..., &m, 
where ki is a positive rational, which may be shown to be 1 as in the linear case. 
Defining 
X$i+i(Xi) = h-d& 4 X+m+i(Rxig?)7 
we have 
xgI+f(xf) = xi on Azr, i = l,..., &m. 
Thus 
(8) 
X+m+i = Xi or (- l)ei xi on Szj , i = l,..., $m. 
Before showing that this condition is sufficient to imply U(g) N U, we prove 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 10.3. 
xi = xgI+i on AZ< implies (8) _ Xi - X&+i on AZ+,,,+, . 
Proof. 
Xi(%) = fr-Ilk, 4 Xtm+ik%g3 x~EA,,. 
Thus 
Xi(gx+m+tg-‘1 = fr-Ilk, P*?n+iP) X*m+i(&*m+ig-2h x+m+i E Az+,+~ 9 
and hence 
fr-Ilk, X+mti) xi(g~*m+&-l) = fr-Ilk”, X@s+i> X*m+a(g2%g-2) by Lemma 1.9. 
If 1 = 2n (n odd), g2 = 1 and the result follows. 
If 2 = 2n (n even), g2 = rly, . If i > 1, x+,+~ commutes with gs, and as 
x+m+i E Az++~, 
f141k2> X+m+t) = 1, 
fr-Ilk”, X+m+d = fr-a(m > +n+1), 
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and 
X%_fm+l) = fc-II@, > +n+d Xfm+1(GP+7n+1G1) 
= Xtm+l(Xtm+l)~ 
since x++~ is a character of Szl +( . 0 em 
LEMMA 10.4. 
fr-ll(& XI *** xm) = fi fr-Ilk, Xi), xi E Aai , i = I,..., m. 
i=l 
Proof. Let T be any i.p.r. of S, . Then 
T(g) WI ... x,) T(g)-l = f&g, x, 3-e x,) T(gx, *** %g-l). 
But 
Wl ... x,) = T(x,) *.* T(x,) by Lemma 3.5, 
and thus, 
T(g) PI a-- x,) T(g)-l = fi T(g) T(xc) T(g)-’ 
i-l 
%!Xl -9. x,g-1) = T(gx,g-l a** gx,g-l) 
= fi T(g+n+ig-‘1 fi Qv-l) by Lemma 3.5 
i-1 i=l 
= 5 Tkw-'1 ir" %xtm+irl>, 
i-l 
since each T(gx+,+$g-l) is the product of an even number of 
Rig E W,,-,+I .-. %,-A i = I,..., -$m. 
The result now follows, and we can now easily prove: q 
THEOREM 10.5. Let U = lJ&, ...., U,, be an i.p.r. of Stt, ,.,., z,) which does not 
split in A(, ... I ) . U(g) N U (as representations of A(,l,.,,,,m)) if and only if 
UP cf u $ b,“(-l)ei U+m+i on Szl +i, i = I,..., &m. In this case, the inertia 
kup I, is G+.J,,J p and the i.p.r. o’:f I, may be found as in the linear case. 0 
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(b) Let P be an i.p.r. of Au1 ,..., r,j such that P i P = U = U&, ,..., cr,, on 
42 1 ,..., Q , where U is an i-v-. of So, ,..., r,) . (Thus s is even.) If xU, xP , xp , 6, 
are defined as in Lemma 8.4, 
XPW + xl44 = xc&>, 
XP(4 - XJW = Wx), 
for x E A(lI,...,lm, . Define x?, xg’, $’ as in Lemma 2.2, and put @(x) = 
fr-dg, 4 *r&P), x E &l~...~tm) . 
Since 
xj,“‘(x) + x@‘(x) = &‘(x), 
xk’(x) - XP (cl) (4 (0) = SrJ (4, 
for x E A(z~J,) , PCs) ci P implies Us) N U. Conversely, if Ufg) N U, 
P(g) N P if and only if W = 6 on A(EI,...,l,) . 6(g) = --6 implies P(g) N p. 
LEMMA 10.6. Let U = lJ&, ,..., u,, , where Vi splits in A,< , i = l,..., r, and 
Zet x = b, .*. b,~,+~ ... c, E A(l,,...,l,) , bi E AtI , cj E S,j\Alj . Then 
6(x) = (~2)‘~ fi 6j(bi) fi xj(cj)* 
j=l j=r+1 
When x is not of this form, S(x) = 0. (Here 6, is associated with Ui as in Lemma 
8.4, i = l,..., Y.) 
Proof. See [13]. 0 
Assume u = u;ku,.....um~ is such that U(Q) N U. Then as in (a) above, we 
must have Vi N UrA+i or (- 1)“~ U’$A+i , i = l,..., &m. Assume, without loss of 
generality, that {U, ,..., U+T , Ufmfl ,..., Ut(m+r)} split, and that { Ut,+, ,..., U+ , 
U+(m+r)+1 ?..‘Y U,} do not. Choose {b, ,..., b,, , c+~+~ ,..., c,~} such that b, E Azi 
and h(h) # 0, i = l,..., -k, c+,+j I Att,+j, and X+r+j(C+r+j) # 0, j = l,..., 
+(m - r), and define 
a = b, ... b +rc+r+l *a. c&w1 . . . gb+rg-lgctr+lg-l . . . gc+n,g-? 
LEMMA 10.7. S(a) of 0, and 
S(gag-l) S(a)-l = 1 if 1 = 2n, n odd, 
= 61(g2b,g-2) 6,(6,)-l if 1=2n, never-i, s # m, 
= xl(g2c,g-2) XlW' if I= 2n, beven, s = m. 
Proof. g2 commutes with all bi, cj except possibly for b, or in the case 
s = m, with cl . q 
481!‘46/1-10 
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LEMMA 10.8. 
frpl](g, u) = (-I)+” fj fr-1,(g, Qfr-ilk, &,g-‘) fi h-d& 4 
i=l i=+r+1 
Proof. Let T be any i.p.r. of S, . As in Lemma 10.4, 
fr-ll(g, u) fi T(g*b,g-“) fi T(g’cig-“) fi Q&g-l) ir” Tkcig-‘1 
i=l i=+ri 1 i=l k$Tjl 
= /j fdg. bi) T(ghg-‘) i=$+l fr-dg, ci) T(gcig-‘) <b fr-dg, ghg-‘) 
1 
. T(g*k-“1 fl fr-dg, gcig-‘) T(g*cig-“). 
i=jr+l 
The result follows since we may now rearrange, getting a factor of -1 each 
time we interchange a T(gc,g-‘) with a T(g2cjg-?-). 0 
COROLLARY 10.9. 
:r im 
fc-ilk, 4 = c--l)+” n fr-dg2, bi) n ft-ll(g*~ cd 
i-l ++ri1 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.9 and 10.8. 0 
We see immediately that if I = 2n (n odd), g2 = 1 and f[...ll(g, a) = (-l)*“. 
Now assume 1 = 2% (n even), s # m. From Corollary 10.9, f[-l](g, a) = 
(-l)*sf~-ll(g2, b,), since g2 E A, and commutes with all other bi , cj . Thus 
~‘g’(4 = fr-dg, 4 Ygag-9 
= (- V”fr-Ilk2~ 61) %k2~,K2) wI)-1 w 
by Lemma 10.7. Now 
fr-Il(g2> h) = fM(Y1 P b1) (since 6, E A,,), 
and thus, 
f[-l](g*, b,) s,(g2blg-2) w,)-l = .f[-*l(Y1 , 4 ~,(~,K1) wJ,)-’ 
= -1, since y1 $ AtI 
(see [13]). Hence S(g)(u) = (-1)S(sm!~2) S(U). 
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Assume s = m, 
s’gY4 = (--lF .fl-llk2> Cl> x1k2clg-2) xlwl w 
= (- 1 IiS (- 1) fdr1 9 Cl) Xlh4) xlwl w 
= (-l)i(s+2) S(a), since x1 is a character of S, . 
Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 10.10. Let P be an i.p.r. of AtL1 ,..,, 1,) such that P q P = U = 
usI,,...* urn, on 4 ,‘...‘Z,) ) where U is an i.p.r. of St, ,,,‘,, Q . P(S) N P if and only 
if Us) cx U (i.e., Ui cx U$+i or (-l)“i ?I$~++ , i = l,..., $m) and 
(i) If 2 = 2n (n odd), s = 0 (mod 4). 
(ii) 1j E = 2n (n even), s E 2 (mod 4). 
In this case IP = Gtzl,...,lmj , and the representation p of Gc,~,,..,,J may be 
constructed as in the linear case. 
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